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Abstract Chicane if----],

In this paper, we discuss bunch compressors for future T7 A F___./.......-___J k__2---.......q___, A W}
linear colliders. In the past, the bunch compression optics MkV k_ _ V /__
has been based upon achromatic cells using strong sex-
tupoles to correct the dispersive and betatron chromatic-

ity. To preserve the very small emittances required in most Wiggler

future collider designs, these schemes tend to have ,'ery V_7 [--]_ V_7 rf-"l_ V_;,._'-tight alignment tolerances. Here, we describe bunch com- A /',_

pressors based uDon magnetic chicanes or wigglers which __ _ _ _ _
do not need sextupoles to correct the chromatic emittance

dilution. The dispersive chromaticity cancels naturally Fig. 1 Schematic of wiggler and chicane _,:,be
and the betatron chromaticity is not a significant source of used for bunch compressors.
emittance dilution. Thus. these schemes allow for substan-

tially reduced alignment tolerances. Finally, we present a must be very tight: vertical misalignments of se::tupoles
detailed design for the .NLC linear collider. cause skew fields that will couple the beam and incre,'use

Introduction the vertical emittance. An initial design of the NLC bunch
compressor [4,5] required a 2/2m vertical alignment of the

Bunch compressors are needed in the NLC [1], a future sextupoles [6].

linear collider design, to compress the bunch length from For these rea.sons we are considering using wi--lersroughly 5 mm at the exit of the damping rings to 100 #m ' " _"
• or magnetic chicanes to generate the necessary Rs_ for t!_e

The principal problem that arises is the preservation of compressor. It is straightforward to show that inasvstemthe transverse emittances. This becomes difficult because _ "
consisting only of rectangular bending magnets, ali non-

the beam energy spread is increased as the bunch length is linear contributions to the dispersive chromaticity are can-
decreased (the longitudinal emittance is conserved). Thus, celled when the first order dispersion is cancelled [7! the
it is extremely important to design a compressor that is betatron chromaticity is not a stgnifican_ source o'f emit-insensitiv_ to the inevitable errors and that is tunable so tance dilution.
that tl_e emittance dilutions can be corrected easily.

Finally, in the .XLC, we are considering pe:forming
In the past, many bunch compressor designs relied on two bunch compressions, one immediately after the damp-achromatic arcs to generate tl_e necessary correlation be.-

tween energy and path length; this correlation is referred ing ring at 1.8 Gev and one at 10 to :20 GeV so that ti_e
relative energy spread never exceed 1%; this reduces the

to as the Rss matrix elernen¢ or the I1 synchrotron integral, tolerances on the compressors and the linacs downstreamThe dispersive and betatron chromaticities were corrected
of the compressors. To perform the first compression, wewith sextupoles distributed through the arc. An exam-
want to rotate tlm longitudinal phase space by 90_ so that

ple of such a system is the Ring-to-Linac (RTL) transport the beam energ:,' spread is translated into the bunch !en_tllline [2] at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). The RTL is
designed to compress the bunch by a factor of 10. Unfor- and the bunch length is translated intoeuergy spr_.ad. -Il_is

will prevent phase deviations in the damping rings from be-
tunately, the system has proven difficult to operate, par- coming phase deviations in the linac. But in tile next con_-tially due to a larger than expected bunch length from the

pressor, we want to prevent energy' deviations that arise
damping rings. ,klanv additional tuning elements, quadru- in the linac from becoming phase deviations in the nextpoles, sextupoles, and even octupoles have been added to

linac. "I'hus, we want to perform a "180 °" compression in
the line and yet tile emittance is still incre_ed by roughly the second compressor where the bunch is rotated by n:r

25% [3]. The primary, source of dilution is thought to be in longitudinal pha_se space. This requires at least two Rs6
higher order dispersion that is not fully cancelled• elements with RF between them.

In the NLC, the sit, uation would probably be even

worse because the design emittances are much smaller and Wigglers and Chicanes
because the collider is designed to operate with fiat beams:

Figure 1 schematically illustrates a wiggler and a chi-e,: = 100%. To preserve the vertical emittance with fiat
cane bunch compressor. Both systems have an energy de-

beams, the vertical alignment tolerances on the sextupoles pendant path length and thus can be used for a bunch com-

pressor. In the wiggler system, quadrupoles can be placed
• Work supported by Department of Energy, contract DE- at locations where the dispersion goes through zero; this

AC03-76SF00515. m :-, :._,,.,,.,=_,.... does not generate non-linear dispersion and allows control
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of the beta functions. \Ve only would need to introduce a 1.8 eev DR

few weak correction elmnents for tuning in the dispersive

regions that would have nominal strengths of zero. Finally,
one can choose the phase advance across the wiggler to be s oer Linac

equal to 2,-r so that systematic errors in the bends cancel.

_ _ X-bandl&uac
The Ras and Synchrotron ILadiation Chicane

We can use very simple formula to calculate the R56 gh energy BC

matrix element for a chicane of wiggler system. The Rs6 ts0" ,,rc
is equal to the I1 synchrotron integral:

Fig. 2 Schematic of the NLC bunch compres-

R56 =[dsr/ , (1) sion.
,J P

where r/is the dispersion and p is the instantaneous bend- Low Energy Compressor
ing radius. The NLC low energy bunch compressor is located ira-

In the case of a chicane, constructed from four equal mediately after the damping ring as illustrated in Fig. '2.
bending magnets of length La, bending angle ®B, and It must provide a 10'1 bunch length reduction while pre-
separated by a distance .AL, the Rs6 is" serving the small transverse emittances from the damp-

" ing rings. The compressor consists of a 2.5 meter S-band

R56 =2®b .AL+ Ls (2) structure with a voltage of 67 3IV followed by a four pe-
riod wiggler. This rotates the longitudinal phase space by
roughly 900 compressing the bunch lenzth fromSmmto

Similarly, in a wiggler with A'p periods, each period con ....
structed from two bending magnets with length 2Ls and 500/am while increasing the energy spread from 0,1% to
angle 2®s, and separated by a distance 2__L, the Rst_ is: 1%. The optics are shown in Fig. 3.

The main wiggler section is made up of four 90 degree

Rss=4.VpO_(,.:XL+/ _\%B._. (2:V_ + 1)O_ LS. (3) cells such that each bend magnet (w;th the exception of\ 2 2' 3 the first and last) has an opposing p,ir at a -I transform
separation. This symmetry provides cancellation ofsys-

Next, we can estimate the emittance dilution due to tematic dipole magnet errors (e.g. sextupole component).
the synchrotron radiation..-ks mentioned, in the NLC, we Each main quadrupole is placed where the horizontal dis-
a:e considering performing two bunch compressions, one persion crosses through zero. This placement eliminates
immediatel.vafter the damping ring at 1.8 Gev and one at, the l_e,eration of dispersive chromaticit.v and also locates
10 to 20 GeV. In the high energy compressor, synchrotron the quadrupoles where the beam size is small whici_ eases
radiation becomes a significant source of emittance dilu-
tion. In a transport line, the emittance growth can be quadrupole field quality tolerances.
estimated using the formalism of Refs. 8 or 9" Operational experience in the SLC bunch compres-

sors has made clear the need for tuning elements which
'.ATc_ [m-rad] _ 4 × 10-SE s[GeV] Is [na] , (4) are designed into the beamline. In addition to a high de-

where E is the beam energy in GeV and Is is the fifth gree of symmetry and the absence of strong focusing ele-
synchrotron integral, ments at dispersive locations, the low energy bunch com-

pressor incorporates eight small dispersion tuning quad-
In a chicane, the emittance growth is approximately rupoles _ four skew and four normal -- for orthogonal

'-X'Te_,_ 8 x 10 _ L.,B (AL + LB) + __ , (5) planes. Each tuning quad has a -1 opposing pair so tllatdispersion can be controlled independent of beta functions
while in a wiggler the emittance growth is' and betatron coupling by varying the quad pair's differ-

ence setting and holding the sum setting to zero. Tl_ere

ATe._._ ') x 10-7E6:\_ O_ ('_SL_+ L,,.¢)- -rv" ',% , (6) are two skew pairs separated by 900 and tWO norxaaal pairsL b sin separated by" 90°.

where D and _ are in minimum and maximum beta values A set of >_4 wire scanners (not addressed here) must

across the chicane and tPc is the phase advance per cell be well placed immediately following the wiggler section
in the wiggler. Notice that for the same length and the in order to measure horizontal and vertical emittance and
same Rsi, the synchrotron radiation contribution to the beta functions. This section will require magnified beta

emittance is much larger in a wiggler than in a chicane, functions (especially vertically) in order to me_ure bealn
Finally, more exact calculations of the emittance growth sizes of 5 to 100 l_na rms. Linear combinations of"the tun-
need to consider the lnatch of tl_e synchrotron radiation ing quads can then be formed to orthogonally correct, ali
contribution to the beam [10], but this is unnecessary for dispersion by simply minimizing the emittance wit.l_ __.acll
our purposes; Eqs. (5) and (6) will tend to over-estimate of the four linear combinations.

the growth. In order to test. the tuning capability of" the wiggler
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,-.. ' ....... 1 .... i ' ,' , is 0.2% At this point, the bunch passes through an arc

_..E 15_,, ,/ \,,,/I A ,', /_/ A,/', A , ,,1' /'-, which reverses its direction of motion and. acts _ the first_/ y _, ,/ /', i", stage of the "1800" compressor. The arc ;s composed ofl,')O
10 _' ,/ \' '/ \1 '/ \/ ,/ ,\\ /_ ,\ / FODO bending cells; sex:upoles are not necessary since,VVVV,,/= t _ / _ _ / _ / V'_/ V the beamenergv spread is small Next a 1.3 GeV S-band\1 _\/ - " '

0 F .... ! ....... L .... I linac creates an energy-position correlation which is used

Z00 _ ' ' ' i .... I .... _ in the subsequent chicane to decrease the rms length of_- A D ' the bunch to 0.1 mm' the rms energy spread is increased

,F /l/_ / '1 to 1 0% correspondingly. The R._6 of the reversin,, arc is

E 0 I 0.5m while that of the chicane is 0.1 m: the optics of _lw

_ r" 1.3 Ge\: linac and the chicane are illustrated in Fig -t. _i l',e
synchrotron radiation contribution to the emittance is l,_.-s

-200 r _ that 0.2% at 10 GeV \Ve are currently studying the e'!f<.cts[- _ ._ : ,. ! a i t . _ ; A _ I , i , l " -

.....Ii I mb. ,, I _ I -_1 _ 1 I the effects of errors and the tunabi!ity of the systen_.[ I _I :_I *I al ia I I
..... I .... ! ......... I Discussion
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S [m] \Ve have described a bunch compression system that
is based upon a wiggler and a chicane. In such devices.

Fig. 3 Optical functions3_ (solid).3v (dashes). the higher-order dispersion cancels naturally without the
and U_, in the low energy compressor. The RF sextupole magnets that can lead tosevere alignmenttoler-
cavity is a '2.5 meter S-band structure with a volt- antes. Furthermore, in future linear colliders, it is essential

age of 67 5I\:. The tuning quadrupoles are located that emittance correction elements and procedures be into-

at the bending magnets, grated into the design. This appears straightforward in the

e"' _ ' ' I ' '_ ' ' I .... 1 .... .... , . ,._ chicane and wiggler designs. Although we have not coin-

80 _ , of t,he low energy compressor is extremely promising.
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